August 1st - 20th 2014
Path of the Masters - Ceremonial Pilgrimage to Northern Peru
with Traditional Curandero (healer) Jhaimy Alvarez-Acosta

A rare opportunity to experience being in Sacred Pilgrimage as you journey to the ancient temples of Northern Peru and connect with the transformational energy of these powerful sites that have been honoured for millennia by the Medicine people and Curanderos (traditional healers) of Peru.

Being in deep ceremony and connected to the natural elements will be a key focus for this journey as we dive deep into the understanding of the Mesa and Varra teachings and how these personal healing tools can have a powerful impact on our lives both individually and collectively in the SERVICE OF LOVE.

During our time in Northern Peru we will further open our awareness to the balance of feminine and masculine energies as well as put into practice the Seven Andean principles of:

- Munay (Beauty)
- Lianqay (Sacred Work)
- Yachay (Learning)
- Ayni (Reciprocity/Right-Relationship)
- Saminchay (Reverence)
- Illawy (the essence of parity - partnership)
- Causay (to live in a good way with all of existence)

This sacred journey is best suited to individuals who have made a commitment to deepening their spiritual practice and to a path of experiential learning through traditional teachings and ways of understanding.

Space on this journey will be limited to a small group due to the intimate nature and personal work that we will be doing both with Jhaimy Alvarez-Acosta as well as his teachers and Masters in Peru. Therefore, we also request that each person have a personal conversation with Jhaimy or Starr prior to registering for this journey to ensure that it is in alignment with your intentions for traveling to Peru at this time.

"I've had the privilege of working with several shamans and healers from around the world. None surpass the wisdom, love and innate healing skills of Jhaimy Alvarez-Acosta.

Chip Duncan (Documentary Filmmaker - Wisconsin, USA)
ITINERARY: (subject to change or adjustments as required)

DAY 1 (August 1st): Arrive in Lima, Peru during the day. Check-in to hotel to rest and evening welcome dinner together as a group. Overnight in Lima.

DAY 2 (August 2nd): Visit the sacred temple of Pachacamac connected to the male energy of Father God as we set our intention for the pilgrimage ahead. Overnight in Lima.

DAY 3 (August 3rd): Today we fly from Lima to Chaclayo and then have the afternoon free for personal reflection followed by evening teachings and circle. Overnight in Chaclayo.

DAY 4 (August 4th): Visit Chachapoyas city and visit the temple of Cuela connected to the Temple of the Ancestors. In the evening we will prepare a Traditional Despacho offering in honour of our personal Ancestors as we ask for their guidance and assistance on our journey. Overnight in Chachapoyas.

DAY 5 (August 5th): Today we will visit the Cave of the Dead and the Royal Tombs as we connect to the Sacred River that according to the Ancestors is the portal/pathway to other dimensions. Overnight in Chachapoyas.

DAY 6 (August 6th): Visit to the temple in El Bosce de Puma (Forest of the Puma) in Chaclayo and then continue to Tucame - the most important Apu in the North that is connected to 35 pyramids in this area. Visit the Museum of Sepan in the afternoon. Overnight in Chaclayo.

DAY 7 (August 7th): Visit the Huaca de Brujo and Temple of the Magdalena of Cau (Priestess of Cau) connected to the feminine energy and teachings. This evening we will have the rare privilege to be in ceremony overnight in the temple. Overnight in Trujillo.

DAY 8 (August 8th): Day to rest, integrate the teachings and connect with the feminine energy of the ocean and the moon. Overnight in Trujillo.

DAY 9 (August 9th): Visit temples in Trujillo - Chan Chan (largest adobe city connected to the essence of the Moche culture) and then in the afternoon we will visit the Huaca of the Moon - sacred temple connected to the feminine energy. Overnight in Trujillo.

DAY 10 (August 10th): Travel to Sechin to visit the sacred temples connected to the Kundalini energy. Overnight in Trujillo.

DAY 11 (August 11th): Full day of travel by bus to Huarez and overnight in Huarez.

DAY 12 (August 12th): Visit Huarez in the morning and then travel to Caraz in the afternoon for a sound-healing ceremony with traditional music. Overnight in Huarez.
DAY 13 (August 13th): Travel to Chavin and visit the temple that afternoon to prepare an offering for our ceremony the next day. Overnight in Chavin.


DAY 16 (August 16th): Travel to Huarez and overnight in Huarez.

DAY 17 (August 17th): Travel from Huarez to Caral (8 hours). Overnight in Caral.

DAY 18 (August 18th): Visit the temple of Caral connected to one of the oldest civilizations in the world and the temple of the fire. Evening ceremony to further liberate ourselves and to prepare for our return home. Overnight in Caral.

DAY 19 (August 19th): Travel to Lima and have the afternoon free in Lima. Celebration dinner together and closing circle. Overnight in Lima.

DAY 20 (August 20th): International flights home.

* * *

For more information or to register please contact Starr at: info@childrenofthe7rays.com or by phone at: + 778-279-7234.

---

More about your guide:

Jhaimy Alvarez-Acosta is a respected Traditional Curandero (Healer) and spiritual guide from Cusco, Peru who has been trained and initiated in the wisdom teachings of the Northern region of Peru, home to the ancient lineage of the Sacred Plant medicine known as Wachuma or San Pedrito. Jhaimy began his initiation onto this path at a young age and has apprenticed with Master Teachers in the Alchemical mystery teachings of transformation and transmutation.

As a keeper of Ancient Wisdom he has been invited to share his knowledge and lead ceremonies at conferences, workshops and specialized tours throughout Peru, Bolivia, Chile and Brazil and most recently Spain and Sweden.

He holds a degree in Tourism from La Universidad Andina del Cusco, is the Founder of Traditional Andean Medicine Tours in Peru and has presented lectures and public talks at Trent University as an invited guest of the Indigenous Studies Department. He is a regular featured guest speaker in events across Canada and Europe as part of the Andean Wisdom Teachings Series through Children of the Seven Rays and is best known for his heart-centered and humble approach to healing and spirituality.

Today, Jhaimy continues to be committed to the SERVICE OF LOVE and through ceremony, ritual and healing practices he supports people in moving past their limitations in order to liberate and connect with their heart and their purpose. www.childrenofthe7rays.com
REGISTRATION: Due to the intimate nature of this journey space is limited to a maximum of 20 participants.

COSTS INCLUDE:

• All domestic airfare while in Peru
• All accommodations (based on double-occupancy) *3-4 star hotels in larger cities and basic accommodations in smaller communities
• All private ground transportation upon arrival to Peru
• Breakfast at hotels for all days
• 2 dinners (welcome and celebration dinners in Lima)
• Entrance fees to all sacred sites
• Tourist Card for entrance to all sacred sites
• All sacred ceremonies and wisdom teachings with Jhaimy and teachers
• All gratuities for tour services (i.e. hotel, transportation, etc…)
• Group healing work
• Personal spiritual guide & teacher Jhaimy Alvarez-Acosta and assistants
• Honorariums for Guest teachers and Elders
• Personal coordinator Starr Muranko to assist with all pre-trip coordination
• Contribution to community-based projects and the building of the Healing & Education Center in the Andes of Peru

COSTS DO NOT INCLUDE:

• International airfare from/to Lima, Peru
• Tips/gratuities for your guide
• Meals that are not listed above
• Travel/medical insurance (required)

FEES/CONTRIBUTION:

• $4500 USD EARLY-BIRD rate before April 15th (a savings of $300)
• $4800 USD regular rate per person
• $1000USD non-refundable deposit is required to hold your space by May 15th
• Individual payment plans are available for balance (due in full before July 15th)

Additional add-ons available upon request:

Single-room supplement available for an additional fee of: $600USD per person

Personal healing sessions & coca-leaf readings while on the pilgrimage:

Personal healing session with Jhaimy Alvarez-Acosta (Integration of Mind, Body & Spirit)
Experience ancient Andean techniques used for cleansing, healing and re-balancing the subtle energies through the integration of the subconscious and conscious minds. This integration will support you to experience freedom from limitations or past traumas, and the opening of an alignment of mind, body and spirit.

Healing sessions with Jhaimy are intended to bring about a deeper connection with your heart, so that you can live more fully in the present moment. Each session consists of a personal consultation followed by integrated body and energy work, which is tailored to each individual in support of your personal healing journey.
Duration: 1 hour 15 minutes * Special offer of $100 for those on the journey (regular $160)

Traditional coca-leaf intuitive reading with Jhaimy Alvarez-Acosta
An unique opportunity to experience a powerful tool that has been used in the Andes since time immemorial as a way to give guidance and insight into aspects of ones life including areas of family, heath, work and purpose/direction on their path. Duration: 30 minutes * Special offer of $40 (regular $50)

* * *

For more information or to register please contact Starr at: info@childrenofthe7rays.com or by phone at: + 778-279-7234

www.childrenofthe7rays.com
Andean Wisdom, Travel & Education